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QUESTION BANK
5th Semester Bachelor of Vocational Degree (2014 onwards)

DIGITAL FILM PRODUCTION
GEC5TV13 – FUNDAMENTALS OF TV PRODUCTION

ANSWER TEN QUESTIONS.
1.

Outdoor production

2.

Teleprompter

3.

Story board

4.

Broadcasting

5.

Composition

6.

Videos Switcher

7.

Single production

8.

Doordarshan

9.

PCR

(1 * 10= 10)

10.

NTSC

11.

The ratio of the width of the frame to its height is called........................

12.

The conversation between the characters in the film is called.................... …….

13.

Basic unit of a film is called ………………………………

14.

Arrangement of elements in frame is called ……………………

15.

Making a list of all the shot on a tape is called…………

16.

Expand IFFK

17.

Which Indian film got Oscar nomination first..

18.

The biggest film industry is ……….

19.

Expand DI

20.

First documentary film is……

21.

Indian film archive is situated in ….

22.

Ramoji Rao film city is situated in …….

23.

………………………pictorially represent the shot in sequential order

24.

……………….reflects how our video is planned .

25.

Making a list of all the shot on a tape is called…………

26.

Arrangement of elements in frame is called ……………………

27.

Multi-camera production also called ……………………

28.

Expand PCR

29.

…..is a device used to display text for performers on the studio floor.

30.

A video switcher also called ……..

31.

…………………….is the first Malayalam private channel in kerala.

32.

Making a list of all the shot on a tape is called…………

33.

Intrapersonal communication.

34.

Noise.

35.

Mass.

36.

Feedback.

37.

Soft news.

38.

Media convergence.

39.

Citizen journalism.

40.

Proximity.

41.

Hour glass style.

42.

Explain Preproduction

43.

Explain documentary

44.

Explain serials

45.

Explain talk shows

46.

Explain interview

47.

Explain profiles

48.

Explain demonstration

49.

Explain time code

50.

Who is father of television

Answer all 8 questions. 2 marks each

(2 * 8 = 16)

1.

What do you mean by editing? What all should be remembered while editing a commercial?

2.

Give an Overview on Advertising Production Techniques.

3.

What are the Key Element in Productions?

4.

What are Audio Consoles & Audio Control Devices?

5.

Give an Introduction to Linear Editing & Non-Linear Editing.

6.

What are Types of Lights and Lighting Equipments?

7.

How is TV advertising different from print advertising?

8.

What are the different stages of television Ad production?

9.

What is a storyboard? What is the importance of a storyboard in production of any television
commercial?

10.

Three point lighting

11.

Multi-cam shoots

12.

Reality shows

13.

Chroma key

14.

Story board

15.

Camera movements

16.

Signature tune

17.

Digital audio workstation

18.

Armab Goswamy

19.

How is interlaced scanning different from sequential scanning?

20.

Define picture resolution

21.

List the features of PAL color system

22.

What are the disadvantages in NTSC System?

23.

Why is scrambling needed in Television system?

24.

State the use of Geo stationary satellite for TV system

25.

Explain the characteristics of cinema.

26.

Explain the features of documentary film.

27.

What are the new trends in Malayalam film industry?

28.

Comment on digital revolution in cinema.

29.

Explain the basics of cinematography.

30.

Differentiate between art and commercial film.

31.

Comment on Iranian cinema.

32.

Elucidate the types of shots.

33.

Describe the three- point lighting.

34.

What is new wave?

35.

What are the major land marks in the history of Television?

36.

Discuss the stages of Television programme production.

37.

What are the basic TV shots?

38.

What are the main wings in information and broad-casting ministry

39.

"Right to information is a boon to media" - Comment.

40.

What is your favourite television programme why?

Answer any Six out of nine questions
1. Booking studio floor and time
2. What are production controlling?

(4 * 6 = 24)

3. What is production crew and cast?
4. What is the difference between outdoor shoot and in door shoot?
5. Explain the characteristics of cinema.
6.

Explain the features of documentary film.

7.

What are the new trends in Malayalam film industry?

8.

Comment on digital revolution in cinema.

9.

Explain the basics of cinematography.

10. Differentiate between art and commercial film.

11. What are the duties and responsibilities of programme director ?
12. Importance of scripting and treatment for a programme production ?
13. Difference between indoor and outdoor shooting ?
14. Lighting systems
15. Difference between multicam production and single cam production ?
16. Narrative and non narrative editing
17. Broadcasting systems
18. .OB van
19. .Write a review on your favourite television programme
20. What are the duties and responsibilities of programme director ?
21. Importance of scripting and treatment for a programme production ?

22. What is meant by pre production?
23. How do you write a Television scripts?
24. Write down the Lighting plans.
25. What is meant by copyrights ? - Explain.
26. What is meant by production crew ?
27. How do you pre-plan for production ?
28. What will be your idea for preparing for an interview ?
29. Write a note on playback.
30. How do you edit a TV documents ?
31. Explain how graphics will be helpful intelevision.
32. Explain the organization of productiondocumentaries.
33. Write a note on shooting schedule forproduction.
34. Explain the types of communication with examples.
35. Define broadcasting.
36. Differentiate between radio and television.
37. Explain the characteristics of tv as a medium of communication.

38. Trace the evolution of television.
39. Explain the ingredients of the concept ‘global village’
40. Argue the importance of lead in a news story

Answer any two out of four questions

(15 * 2 = 30)

1. Write about media crimes.
2. Write a script for a 30 sec advertisement.
3. What are the stages involved in scripting and screen play?
4. How do you analyse a script?
5. Explain about different types of television programmes and explain with an example.
6. What are the elements for a script?
7. Write about one page and split page screen play.
8. What are the types of scripts?
9. Differentiate non-fiction and fiction films.
10. What are the importance of accuracy and field work while doing a news story?
11. Stages of television production
12. Electronic news gathering
13. Electronic field production with example
14. Importance of planning in a programme production
15. Analyze the narrative structure of a film you have seen recently
16. What is your favourite television channel and why?
17. Write about Indian and international television industry
18. Write about the impact of radio and television
19. Ethics in television industry
20. Doordarsan

QUESTION BANK
5th Semester Bachelor of Vocational Degree (2014 onwards)

DIGITAL FILM PRODUCTION
GEC5MM14 – MANAGEMENT IN MEDIA
Answer ten questions.
1. What is management in media?
2. What is meant by market analysis?
3. What is media laws?
4. What is visual media laws?
5. What is a video piracy?
6. What is cyber crime?
7. What is cyber laws?
8. What is media management?
9. What is media promotion?
10. What is budgeting?
11. What is online marketing?
12. What is mob sourcing?
13. What is market analysis?
14. What is media promotion?
15. What is media production?
16. What is out door shoot?
17. What is outdoor shoot planning?
18. What are call sheets?
19. What is meant by mounting sets?
20. What is booking time for shoot?
21. What is hiring equipments?
22. What is logistics management?

(1 * 10= 10)

23. What are the broadcasting codes in India?
24. What is production schedules?
25. What is acquiring properties ?
26. What are managering skills?
27. What do you mean by video piracy?
28. What is copy right laws?
29. What are shooting plans?
30. What are contracts?
31. What is location search?
32. What is production management?
33. Cinematograph act 1952
34. Cinematography certification rules 1983
35. Seeking permission from legal bodies.
36. Mob sourcing
37. Online marketing
38. Cyber laws
39. Cyber crime
40. Copyright laws
41. Production schedules
42. Casting
43. Production controller
44. Call sheets
45. Indoor shoot plans
46. Booking studio
47. Suitability of locations
48. Cable TV Regulation Act in brief
49. Logistics management

50. Types of managers

Answer all 8 questions. 2 marks each

(2 * 8 = 16)

1. Explain the management principles?
2. What do you know about video piracy?
3. Explain the basic visual media laws?
4. How to explain “Booking studio floor and time” for shoot?
5. What is online marketing?
6. What do you mean by production controlling?
7. Explain media management?
8. What are production objectives?
9. Write the difference between cyber crime and cyber laws?
10. Write about management principles.
11. What is production crew and cast?
12. What is the difference between out door shoot and in door shoot?
13. What is management in pre production?
14. What is management in production?
15. What is management in post production?
16. What is the difference between market analysis and research?
17. What is meant by market analysis?
18. What is media laws?
19. What is visual media laws?
20. What is a video piracy?
21. What is cyber crime?
22. What is cyber laws?
23. What is media management?
24. What is media promotion?
25. What is budgeting?

26. What is online marketing?
27. What is mob sourcing?
28. What is market analysis?
29. What is media promotion?
30. What is media production?
31. What is out door shoot?
32. What is out door shoot planning?
33. What are call sheets?
34. What is meant by mounting sets?
35. What is booking time for shoot?
36. What is hiring equipments?
37. What is logistics management?
38. What are the broadcasting codes in India?
39. What is production schedules?
40. What is acquiring properties ?

Answer any Six out of nine questions
1. What are managering skills ?
2. What do you mean by video piracy?
3. What is copy right laws?
4. What are shooting plans?
5. What are contracts?
6. What is location search?
7. What is production management?
8. Cinematograph act 1952
9. Cinematography certification rules 1983
10. Seeking permission from legal bodies.
11. Mob sourcing

(4 * 6 = 24)

12. What difference between Act, Sequence, Scene, and Shot?
13. Broadcasting codes in India.
14. Cyber laws and cyber crime?
15. Time management?
16. Logistics management
17. Management planning.
18. Planning management
19. Briefly explain the process of seeking permission ?
20. Write on cinematographic act
21. Write about cyber laws
22. Write about cyber crime
23. What is management principles?
24. What is video piracy?
25. Basic visual media laws?
26. Booking studio floor and time
27. What online marketing?
28. What are production controlling?
29. Explain media management?
30. What are production objectives?
31. Write the difference between cyber crime and cyber laws?
32. Write about management principles.
33. What is production crew and cast?
34. What is the difference between out door shoot and in door shoot?
35. What is management in pre production?
36. What is management in production?
37. What is management in post production?
38. What is the difference between market analysis and research?

39. What is meant by market analysis?
40. What is media laws?

Answer any two out of four questions

(15 * 2 = 30)

1. Write about media crimes.
2. Write about media management.
3. Elaborate the principles of management?
4. Write on the importance of production management and the complete process.
5. Write about the management in the stages of production
6. Write on the laws in media management
7. Write about copy right, cyber crimes cyber laws video piracy?
8. Write about time management, money management, logistic management ?
9. How do you evaluate the management skills?
10. Digital media has helped the management easier. Explain.
11. “An manager is not just a computer”. Comment.
12. Explain the various laws in media.
13. How can you make management easier?
14. Editing is a dead end in filmmaking. Comment.
15. Write about the management in film shooting?
16. Write about the importance of managementin movies.
17. Say about media production planning
18. Laws and rules in visual media
19. Management in different areas of productions
20. Is there any difference in management of different visual media ?

QUESTION BANK
5th Semester Bachelor of Vocational Degree (2014 onwards)

DIGITAL FILM PRODUCTION
GEC5AP15 – ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY MEDIA
Answer ten questions.

(1 * 50=50)

1. ---------refers to the approach used to attract the attention of consumers
2. Humour is an element that is used in around -------% of an advertisement
3. Who is "The Father of Advertising"
4. ---------- is the world’s first advertising agency
5. ---------- appeal are based on limited supplies or limited time period for purchase of
products
6. What is first newspaper advertising?
7. Full form of IMC
8. The world first TV ad broadcasted on ---------9. Billboard is example of ---------- advertising
10. The watchmaker ------------ ad is first video ad
11. DRTV is ----------12. -------- is the brand ambassador of Kerala can?

13. --------- is the name of 30 sec advertising
14. Who is the brand ambassador of Malabar gold
15. --------- is the famous ad agency in India?
16. --------- is the world biggest ad agency
17. Katharina kaif is the brandambassador of ---------18. ---------- appeal used in cosmetic or beauty product

19. Advertising is the ------- communication

20. ----------- is the slogan of Samsung?
21. Who is the brand ambassadorof Asian paints?
22. Who is the brand ambassador of lux?
23. Long term informative advertising is -------------- min
24. What is the tagline of “Lenovo”
25. Example of Romance appeal?
26. Which product company make first video ad?
27. Think different is the tagline of ---------28. Brand?
29. What is brand identity?
30. Slogan?
31. What is plain appeal?
32. Visualization?
33. What is brand image?

34. Layout?
35. Design?
36. Type of font?
37. Branding?
38. Brand personality?
39. What is brand name?
40. What are jingles?
41. Brand loyalty
42. Bodycopy?
43. What is Headlines?
44. media mix
45. Example of Mobile advertising?
46. Trademark?
47. Surrogate advertising?
48. Who is Client?

49. Brand personality?
50. Meaning of Pop ads?

Answer all 40 questions. 2 marks each
1. Definition of advertising?
2. Explain Adventure appeal with example?
3. What are appeals of advertising?
4. Different type of print advertising?
5. Who are the product competitors?
6. What is colour wheel?
7. Write about surrogate advertising?
8. Write examples of online advertising?
9. Explain media mix?
10. Elements of layout?
11. What is Creative strategy?
12. Type of emotional appeal?
13. What is Complementary Colours?
14. Write four name of famous icecream brand?
15. Explain about promotional advertising?
16. Who is brand ambassador?
17. What is slogan? Write two examples?
18. What is Covert advertising?
19. Who is target audience?
20. What is colour family?
21. Elements of layout?
22. Explain about caption?
23. Brand awareness?
24. What is prototype?

(2 * 40= 80)

25. Write about white balance?
26. Who are the members in creative department?
27. Explain about digital displays?
28. Write four type suitable fonts for headline?
29. Explain about brand equity?
30. Write two impressive caption of any product?
31. Difference between RYB and RGB?
32. Write top five ad agency in the world?
33. Write the name of new three brand
34. Element of branding?
35. Write main factors of layout?
36. Types of balance?
37. Explain about Tertiary Colours?
38. Ad campaign?
39. Types of newspaper ad?
40. Types of departments in ad agency?

Answer the questions

(4 * 40 = 160)

1. Types of emotional appeal?
2. Explain about a. youth appeal b. rational appeal
3. Kinds of advertising?
4. Role of advertising in television industry?
5. Draw national and international magazine ad of same product?
6. Types of infomercial advertising?

7. Explain: a)Conceptualization b) ideation
8. Explain about one famous brand of food?
9. Element of print advertising?
10. Important of illustration in ad design?
11. Write four brand names and their tagline?
12. What is advertising media and their effects?
13. Write international advertising and draw model
14. Elements of advertisement?
15. Types of Headlines?
16. What is product research of advertising process?
17. Difference between television and online advertising?
18. Principles of advertising?
19. Explain Advertising budget?
20. Role of target audience in advertising?
21. Steps of ad agencies process
22. Method of promotional advertising?
23. How can make concepts of advertising?
24. Types of print ads?
25. Write four brand name and their brand ambassador
26. Steps of posters design?
27. Element of layout design of ads?
28. Role of advertising in market?
29. What is the use of marketing research in advertising?
30. Features of web Ads?
31. Benefits of advertising?
32. Use of designs in ads.

33. Explain broadcast advertising?
34. Role of ad agency?
35. Functions of advertising?
36. Draw the storyboard of your favorite ad?
37. Write about Brand awareness and attitudes?
38. Explain Ad campaign?
39. Methods of broadcast advertising?
40. Difference between print ad and broadcast ad

Answer the questions

(15 * 20 = 300)

1. Explain about role of advertisement in film industry?
2. How can make an advertisement very impressively?
3. Explain Different types of Appeals with example?
4. Write about your favorite ad and their reason?
5. Features and role of advertising?
6. How can you creatively use the elements of design in advertisement?
7. Write about advertising and their merits and demerits?
8. Explain the step of ad making process?
9. Design new brand of any product and draw layout of their three type promotions
10. Give message about Global advertising
11. Explain types of advertising?
12. Explain about process and strategies of ad agency?
13. How can affect advertising in daily life?
14. What is the difference between magazine ad and newspaper ad?
15. Explain about economic,social and ethical issues of advertising?
16. Write concepts and functions of advertising?

17. How can affect principles of design in advertisement?
18. What is the importance of visuals in advertising?
19. Write concept, script and storyboard of 1minute ad for new body perfume
20. Types of outdoor and indoor ads?

QUESTION BANK
5th Semester Bachelor of Vocational Degree (2014 onwards)

DIGITAL FILM PRODUCTION
GEC5NM16 - INTRODUCTION TO NEW MEDIA
Answer ten questions.
1. Expand HTML?

2. Something happens to some where is called………..
3. Expand http?
4. What is a Internet?
5. What is a coded?
6. What is web?
7. Write one page design software?
8. Write one international online news portal name?
9. Photoshop is a ……. software
10. Write any two e-commerce site name?
11. What is news
12. What is cove raging?
13. What is online

14. What is the use of p tag?
15. What is tag?
16. What is portal
17. What is search engines?
18. What is mean by <>
19. ……is an example of search engine.
20. What is the use of ol tag?
21. Who is a reporter?
22. What is opening tag in html?

(1 * 10= 10)

23. What is closeing tag in html?
24. What is story
25. What is colour
26. What is the use of h tag?
27. What islinks ?
28. Write one search engine name
29. Write one web browser name
30. Write one international news agency name
31. What is protocol
32. What is HYPERLINK
33. What is HYPERTEXT
34. Literature is an essential thing in news making ? true or false
35. Expand APA
36. What is IDEA
37. Expand BBC
38. What is shot
39. What is press
40. Who is a video journalist
41. What is a scene
42. What is a mid long shot
43. What is High angle
44. What is eye level shot
45. What is Low angle shot
46. What is web
47. What is Cut In shot
48. Who is the responsibility of anews budget?
49. What is a shot?

50. What is a Cyber?

Answer all8 questions. 2 marks each

(2 * 8 = 16)

1. What is meant by internet?
2. What is meant by news ?Explain?
3. What is online journalism?
4. Differensiatehyper text and hyper link
5. What is hyper media?
6. What are the difference between website and portal
7. What are the difference between blog and website.
8. Is there any relation between opening and closing tags in html?
9. Write the difference between national and international new agencies?
10. What is the content in a news?
11. Explain Reuters?
12. What is Cyber crimes?
13. What is online journalism ?
14. What is the deep focus and shallow focus?
15. What are the different types ofnatural lights use inn news reporting??
16. What is web?
17. Google is a search engine. Explain?
18. Write on various camera angles.
19. How coded is used in a website?
20. What are the factors of a news agencies
21. Explain the role of cameraman ina online news media?
22. What is the use of Establishing shot?
23. Difference between indoor and outdoor shooting in news programmes?
24. What is the difference between natural and artificial lighting?
25. Difference between frame and shoot

26. What are the steps of a screenplay in news oriented programme ?
27. Why do we use different angles in news video?
28. What are the responsibility of a video journalist?
29. How will you set a frame for an Interview?
30. What are the uses of a tripod?
31. What is the difference between Depth of field and Depth of focus?
32. Elaborate continuity in news reporting.
33. Explain continuity in set properties?
34. Write about any online media you like.
35. How can you use colour in communicating an idea?
36. How will you arrange a multi-camera setup for a reality show?
37. A cinematographer and the director should have a good understanding between each
other. Comment.
38. How will shooting for a cinema differ from shooting for a TV serial?
39. How will you shoot for a documentary?
40. Difference between print and visual media?

Answer any Six out of nine questions
1.
Explain the history of internet?
2. What is the role of a news in print media?
3. Difference between linear and non linear presentation?
4. What is a NEWS crew? What are their duties?
5. Explain the budget details of DOCUMENTARY
6. What are the objectives of a story board?
7. How can you control the light in a scene?
8. How will be find out a perfect location in news programmes?
9. Differentiate online and print media.

(4 * 6 = 24)

10. Who is a web journalist ?
11. Expain APA.
12. What is WEB BROWSERS?
13. What is the difference between web browser and search engines?
14. What should a video journalist consider the beauty of the frame or the meaning of the
shot?
15. Is it necessary to follow a shooting script in news programme?
16. What is adobe dream weaver? Explain?
17. Elaborate Frame, Shot, Scene, Sequence.
18. Elaborate the uses of Extreme long shot to Extreme Close up shot
19. Explain the uses of Pan, Crane, Dolly and Track shots
20. Is there any difference between master and establishing shot? Explian?
21. Write about your favourite Scriptwriter?
22. What are the cyber crimes and laws
23. What is ordered and unordered list?
24. Is script as a necessary thing to a news?
25. The quality of your camera is not a criterion for making a news. Comment.
26. How much social media involves in news ?
27. How much dialogue is important in a news
28. NEWS gets a visual form through the eyes of a cameraman. Comment
29. Write on any one news channel who has contributed to our society?
30. Is candid shots are possible in news cove raging? Explain?
31. Digital film making has affected the filmmaking process. Comment.
32. How will you shoot for a documentary?
33. What are the pre production stages in news?
34. What are the production stages ina news?
35. What are the post production stages in a news?

36. How much audiences analysis news reporting?
37. What are the steps behind in a news cove raging?
38. Difference between ordered and un ordered list?
39. What are the fundamentals of a news channel
40. Explain the basis structure of html?

Answer any two out of four questions

(15 * 2 = 30)

1. Internet is a medium of communication, Explain?
2. Explain types of news and there functions?
3. Explain the types of list and write a html code?
4. How did news is affected in our society?
5. There is No literature in news ? Explain
6. Draw a story board of any 5 shot related in documentary ?
7. Lighting up a scene defines the skill of a cinematographer. Elaborate?
8. What is internet and what are the web browser and search engines?
9. Write on Different types of filters and explain their uses.
10. How to convey from a story to script?
11. Is there any role in astory board maker in a news?
12. How to convey from idea to script?
13. What are the pre production stages in a documentary ?
14. Cinema is an entertainment media? Elaborate?
15. Script is a heart in a cinema? Explain?
16. Write the basic structure of a html programme?
17. Camera is a medium of news/ Explain?
18. Draw a story board of any 7 shot in a news related talk show ?
19. How to convey a news reporting to the audience?

20. What are the brain of a online sites ? Explain?

QUESTION BANK
5th Semester Bachelor of Vocational Degree (2014 onwards)

DIGITAL FILM PRODUCTION
DFC5FP17– ADVANCED TV PRODUCTION

Answer ten questions.

(1 * 10= 10)

1. What do you call the script for a film?
2. Name a non-fiction movie.
3. Write an example for children’s channel.
4. Write an example for TV programme for women.
5. ................................ isa piece of narration in a film or broadcast.
6. Name a news based programme.
7. Rearrange the following: Scene/film/shot/sequence
8. Explain 5W’s and 1 H.
9. Give an example for a documentary.
10. Example for an International channel.
11. PCR
12. NTSC
13. The ratio of the width of the frame to its height is called........................
14. The conversation between the characters in the film is called.................... …….
15. Basic unit of a film is called ………………………………
16. Arrangement of elements in frame is called ……………………
17. Making a list of all the shot on a tape is called…………
18. Expand IFFK
19. Which Indian film got Oscar nomination first..
20. The biggest film industry is ……….
21. Expand DI
22. First documentary film is……
23. Indian film archive is situated in ….

24. Ramoji Rao film city is situated in …….
25. ………………………pictorially represent the shot in sequential order
26. ……………….reflects how our video is planned .
27. Making a list of all the shot on a tape is called…………
28. Arrangement of elements in frame is called ……………………
29. Multi-camera production also called ……………………
30. Expand PCR
31. …..is a device used to display text for performers on the studio floor.
32. A video switcher also called ……..
33. …………………….is the first Malayalam private channel in Kerala.
34. Making a list of all the shot on a tape is called…………
35. Intrapersonal communication.
36. Noise.
37. Mass.
38. Feedback.
39. Soft news.
40. Media convergence.
41. Citizen journalism.
42. Proximity.
43. Hour glass style.
44. Explain Preproduction
45. Explain documentary
46. Explain serials
47. Explain profiles
48. Explain demonstration
49. Explain time code
50. Who is father of television

Answer all 8 questions. 2 marks each

(2 * 8 = 16)

1.

What do you mean by editing? What all should be remembered while editing a commercial?

2.

Give an Overview on Advertising Production Techniques.

3.

What are the Key Element in Productions?

4.

What are Audio Consoles & Audio Control Devices?

5.

Give an Introduction to Linear Editing & Non-Linear Editing.

6.

What are Types of Lights and Lighting Equipments?

7.

How is TV advertising different from print advertising?

8.

What are the different stages of television Ad production?

9.

What is a storyboard? What is the importance of a storyboard in production of any television
commercial?

10.

Three point lighting

11.

Multi-cam shoots

12.

Reality shows

13.

Chroma key

14.

Story board

15.

Camera movements

16.

Signature tune

17.

Digital audio workstation

18.

Explain the characteristics of cinema.

19.

Explain the features of documentary film.

20.

What are the new trends in Malayalam film industry?

21.

Comment on digital revolution in cinema.

22.

Explain the basics of cinematography.

23.

Differentiate between art and commercial film.

24.

Comment on Iranian cinema.

25.

Elucidate the types of shots.

26.

Describe the three- point lighting.

27.

What is new wave?

28.

What are the major land marks in the history of Television?

29.

Discuss the stages of Television programme production.

30.

What are the basic TV shots?

31.

What are the main wings in information and broad-casting ministry

32.

"Right to information is a boon to media" - Comment.

33.

What is your favourite television programme why?

34.

What is a story board?

35.

What is a documentary?

36.

Draw a format for a script.

37.

What are feature openers?

38.

What is a news formula?

39.

What do you mean by hiring a writer?

40.

What is an advertisement and its impact on society

Answer any Six out of nine questions

(4 * 6 = 24)

1. What are the elements for a script?
2. Write about one page and split page screen play.
3. What are the types of scripts?
4. Differentiate non-fiction and fiction films.
5. What are the importance of accuracy and field work while doing a news story?
6. What do you mean by multiangled stories?
7. Write about your favourite animation movie and why do you like it?
8. What are the relation between narration and visuals?
9. Explain the basics of cinematography.
10. Differentiate between art and commercial film.
11. What are the duties and responsibilities of programme director?
12. Importance of scripting and treatment for a programme production?
13. Differents between indoor and outdoor shooting?
14. Lighting systems
15. Differents between multicam production and single cam production?
16. Narrative and non narrative editing
17. Broadcasting systems
18. .OB van
19. .Write a review on your favorite television programme
20. What are the duties and responsibilities of programme director?
21. Importance of scripting and treatment for a programme production?
22. What is meant by pre production?

23. How do you write a Television scripts?
24. Write down the Lighting plans.
25. What is meant by copyrights? - Explain.
26. What is meant by production crew?
27. How do you pre-plan for production?
28. What will be your idea for preparing for aninterview?
29. Write a note on playback.
30. How do you edit a TV documents?
31. Explain how graphics will be helpful intelevision.
32. Explain the organization of productiondocumentaries.
33. Write a note on shooting schedule forproduction.
34. Explain the types of communication with examples.
35. Define broadcasting.
36. Differentiate between radio and television.
37. Explain the characteristics of tv as a medium of communication.
38. Trace the evolution of television.
39. Explain the ingredients of the concept ‘global village’
40. Argue the importance of lead in a news story

Answer any two out of four questions

(15 * 2 = 30)

1. Write about media crimes.
2. Write a script for a 30 sec advertisement.
3. What are the stages involved in scripting and screen play?
4. How do you analyse a script?
5. Explain about different types of television programmes and explain with an example.
6. What are the elements for a script?
7. Write about one page and split page screen play.
8. What are the types of scripts?
9. Differentiate non-fiction and fiction films.

10. What are the importance of accuracy and field work while doing a news story?
11. Stages of television production
12. Electronic news gathering
13. Electronic field production with example
14. Importance of planning in a programme production
15. Analyze the narrative structure of a film you have seen recently
16. What is your favourite television channel and why?
17. Write about Indian and international television industry
18. Write about the impact of radio and television
19. Ethics in television industry
20. Doordarsan
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Answer ten questions.
1. What is Post production?
2. What is a headphone mixer?
3. What is Audio Editing?
4. What is Audio Effects?
5. What is a headphone?
6. What is Protools?
7. What is mixing?
8. What is an instrument track?
9. What isExporting?
10. What is a sample rate?
11. What is Bit depth?
12. What is Effect control?
13. What is importing?
14. What was the first audio editing software?
15. What is an aux track?
16. What is sampling?
17. What is a MIDI track?
18. What is a Foley sound?
19. What is aliasing?
20. What is encoding?
21. What is latency?
22. What is Transition?

(10 * 1= 10)

23. What is a microphone?
24. What is Mastering?
25. What is editing?
26. What is Rendering?
27. What is afade out?
28. What is Equalization?
29. What is an audio sequence?
30. What is Dialogue?
31. What aresound FX?
32. What is a Bus?
33. What is Master track?
34. What is a session?
35. What is Quatization?
36. What is sound studio?
37. What is Offline Editing?
38. What is Audio track?
39. What is Non Linear audio Editing?
40. Expand DAW
41. Expand MIDI
42. What is a Linear audio Editing?
43. What is anti aliasing?
44. What is a Marker?
45. What is decoding?
46. What is Recording?
47. What is automation?
48. What is a memory location?
49. What is Panning?

50. What is fade In?

Answer all8 questions. 2 marks each

(8 * 2 = 16)

1. What is meant by music composing?
2. What is meant by soundEffects?
3. How is recording done in Protools?
4. What is Mix window in protools?
5. What are Protools preferences?
6. What is edit window in protools?
7. Briefly explain Buffer settings.
8. What is a signal flow?
9. Write the difference between digital and analogue Editing?
10. Write about any two audio editing softwares.
11. What is I/O setup?
12. What is the difference between Linear and Non Linear editing?
13. What is Directors cut and editors cut?
14. What is the Online and offline editing?
15. How do you import session data?
16. What is Decibel?
17. What is the difference between Rough cut and Final cut
18. What is Gain stages?
19. What is a playlist?
20. How will you edit sound for a News Story
21. Explain the use of Pan and automation?
22. What are the windows configuration for Protools?
23. How do you use inserts?
24. How is keyboard shortcuts used in Protools?
25. Why does visuals without sound feels incomplete?

26. Difference between Mono and Stereotrack?
27. What is the difference between mute and solotrack?
28. What is pre production?
29. How will you editthe audio in an Interview?
30. What is a phase?
31. What is the Contribution of a mixing engineer in sound reproduction?
32. What is the Contribution of a recording engineer in sound reproduction?
33. What is SPL?
34. Write about the mixing techniques used in protools?
35. What is the use of pitch correction?
36. Write about the editing techniques used in protools?
37. What are the session parameters?
38. Write about the history of audio editing?
39. What are the different types of microphones?
40. Digital recording has affected the recording process. Comment.

Answer any Six out of nine questions

(6 * 4 = 24)

1.
What is the use of transitions in editing?
2. What are the various types Effects used in Editing?
3. “Never make a cut without positive reason”. Comment?
4. What is the purpose of sound effects in audio reproduction?
5. What are the different recording techniques used while recording audio?
6. Write about the history of sound used in Indian cinema.
7. How can you control the noisewhile recording?
8. What are the hard drive space requirements for Protools?
9. How is mixing done in protools?
10. What are the latest trends in digital Editing?
11. Explain the Protools interface

12. What are the fundamentals of a sound wave?
13. Some sounds get meaning when juxtaposed with another sound. Comment.
14. How is panning and automation used while mixing ?
15. What are the different microphone techniques?
16. Aneditor should be a good director. Comment.
17. Write about disk allocation.
18. How can you manipulate frequencies of a sound using EQ?
19. How is audio editing done in protools?
20. Write on fade in and fade out.
21. Write about your favourite sound engineer.
22. Elaborate on the role of sound Editor in Indian cinema.
23. Analyse the growth of Indian cinema in terms of sound.
24. What is the process of recording your own music?
25. What is music?
26. How can sound create impact on visuals?
27. How and where do you use sound FX?
28. Audio gets a form at the editors table. Comment
29. What will happen if you don’t balance the levels?
30. How do you import audio and session data?
31. What are protools preferences?
32. How do you create a new session in Protools?
33. How do you set the recording levels in Protools?
34. What is noise, how can it be eliminated?
35. An editor should be a good director. Comment.
36. How do you use busses?
37. What is the role of associate editor?
38. What is the use of phase correction?

39. What is the process of producing your own music?
40. What is the difference between Fade In and Fade out?

Answer any two out of four questions

(2 * 15 = 30)

1. Write on the fundamental elements of a good mix.
2. Write on equal loudness principle.
3. What are the different types of tracks?
4. Write on the contribution of audio engineers to world cinema.
5. What is the contribution of recording engineers to popularmusic
6. Write about the use of Sync sound in latest movies.
7. Differentiate between Digital and Analogue editing?
8. Elaborate the growth of audio editing
9. Explain the importance of audio in film?
10. Digital Editing have made the Mixingeasier. Explain.
11. What is the difference between Linear and Non Linear editing?
12. What is Directors cut and editors cut?
13. How is sound perceived by humans?
14. How is contuinity in sound maintained?
15. Why do we use various audio layers while editing?
16. What is the use of Spot editing.
17. Write your observation about sound used in a silent movie.
18. Write a brief history of sound in cinema.
19. Write about the entire process of music production.
20. How will you edit the audio in a
a. Action sequence
b. Dialogue sequence
c. Song sequence

d. Emotional sequence.

